
GOOD RESEARCH PAPER TOPICS FOR ENGLISH

Looking for stellar, easy research paper topics? Check out our list of good research topics and paper-writing tips to help
you get started.

How can we modernize education to make it more appealing? How did Joan of Arc change history? What are
the possible health benefits of childbearing and parenting? Is the minimum wage too high? How to Come up
with the Best English Research Paper Ideas The main point of choosing a research topic is to go for aspects of
the subjects that you understood better and that which interests you the most. Mars colony projects: the pros
and cons of each Do violent media and video games make people cruel? How was this justified in each case,
and what motivated the attempts over centuries of rebellion and failure? Running out of topics to write about?
Should universities have special accommodation facilities for the disabled? Just keep in mind that it will be
very hard to add something new to the already conducted researches of the classical pieces of literature.
Cocaine and its effects on bees. Are there effective ways to prevent cancer? Will the government reconsider
the amount of money it spends on the military? Your introduction and concluding paragraph must be equally
strong. How benefits can make your employees happy. However, an innovative approach can give you the
edge among other students. It is the map of your paper. The ethics of prison labor The emergency
psychological help: will everyone know the basics of it? The second common set of literature review topics is
authors and their works. Industrialization and agricultural activities are the greatest contributors to climate
change Effects of commercialization of sports Negative effects of doing the wrong exercises Dangers of
consuming organic foods Dangers of weight lifting on women Whether or not sports betting should be
regulated Should gambling addiction be ranked in the same category as hard drugs? Should licensed gun
holders be allowed to carry their weapons to school? It makes the process more pleasant because a student
already knows what source of information to search for. Investigate Dr. Beauty contests: empowerment or
objectifying? You will have to read most of these sources during the course of the term along with other
materials. Can virtual reality substitute for an actual reality? Is alien abduction real?


